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Thestory ofa kind of poverty in America so deep that we, as a country, don't even think exists from a leading national poverty expert who
defies convention ("New York Times")"
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Midwives and The Flight Attendant comes a twisting story of love and deceit: an American
man vanishes on a rural road in Vietnam, and his girlfriend, an emergency room doctor trained to ask questions, follows a path that leads her
home to the very hospital where they met. Alexis and Austin don't have a typical meet cute--the couple comes together for the first time when
Alexis, an emergency room doctor, sutures a bullet wound in Austin's arm. Six months later, they're on a romantic getaway in Vietnam: a bike
tour on which Austin can show Alexis his passion for cycling, and he can pay his respects to the place where his father and uncle fought in
the war. But then Austin fails to return from a solo ride. Alexis's boyfriend has vanished, the only clue left behind a bright yellow energy gel
dropped on the road. As Alexis grapples with this bewildering loss, she starts to uncover a series of strange lies that force her to wonder:
Where did Austin go? Why did he really bring her to Vietnam? And how much danger has he left her in? Set amid the adrenaline-fueled world
of the emergency room, The Red Lotus is a global thriller about those who dedicate their lives to saving people and those who peddle death
to the highest bidder.
Winner of the 1921 Pulitzer Prize, The Age of Innocence is an elegant, masterful portrait of desire and betrayal in old New York—now with a
new introduction from acclaimed author Colm Tóibín for the novel’s centennial. With vivid power, Wharton evokes a time of gaslit streets,
formal dances held in the ballrooms of stately brownstones, and society people "who dreaded scandal more than disease." This is Newland
Archer's world as he prepares to many the docile May Welland. Then, suddenly, the mysterious, intensely nonconformist Countess Ellen
Olenska returns to New York after a long absence, turning Archer's world upside down. This classic Wharton tale of thwarted love is an
exuberantly comic and profoundly moving look at the passions of the human heart, as well as a literary achievement of the highest order.
“Tucker, I want to tell you a secret.” Miss Ella curled my hand into a fist and showed it to me. “Life is a battle, but you can’t fight it with your
fists. You got to fight it with your heart.” An internationally famous photographer, Tucker Mason has traveled the world, capturing things other
people don’t see. But what Tucker himself can’t see is how to let go of the past and forgive his father. On a sprawling Southern estate,
Tucker and his younger brother, Mutt, were raised by their housekeeper, Miss Ella Rain, who loved the motherless boys like her own. Hiring
her to take care of Waverly Hall and the boys was the only good thing their father ever did. When his brother escapes from a mental hospital
and an old girlfriend appears with her son and a black eye, Tucker is forced to return home and face the agony of his tragic past. Though
Miss Ella has been gone for many years, Tucker can still hear her voice—and her prayers. But finding peace and starting anew will take a
measure of grace that Tucker scarcely believes in. “Charles Martin is changing the face of inspirational fiction one book at a time. Wrapped in
Rain is a sentimental tale that is not to be missed.” —Michael Morris, author of A Place Called Wiregrass and Live Like You Were Dying “This
is the story of a real person’s real struggle with the uncertainties of faith, unadorned with miracles of the deus ex machina sort but full of the
sort of miracles that attend everyday life if you bother to notice. Charles Martin notices, and for that I commend him. He’s unafraid of tackling
the crucial questions—life, death, love, sacrifice.” —Duncan Murrell, editor and writer Includes Discussion Questions & Fifteenth Anniversary
Author Note Includes a bonus excerpt from The Water Keeper
A powerful, witty, and taut novel about a complex friendship between two women—one dying, the other called to care for her—from an
internationally acclaimed and award-winning author How much of ourselves must we give up to help a friend in need? Helen has little idea
what lies ahead—and what strength she must muster—when she offers her spare room to an old friend, Nicola, who has arrived in the city for
cancer treatment. Skeptical of the medical establishment, and placing all her faith in an alternative health center, Nicola is determined to find
her own way to deal with her illness, regardless of the advice Helen offers. In the weeks that follow, Nicola's battle for survival will turn not
only her own life upside down but also those of everyone around her. The Spare Room is a magical gem of a book—gripping, moving, and
unexpectedly funny—that packs a huge punch, charting a friendship as it is tested by the threat of death.
"A novel about the interconnected lives of four women in Las Vegas, each of whom experiences a life-changing moment at a classic casino
nightclub"--Amazon.com.
The mega-bestseller with more than 2 million readers, soon to be a major television series From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of
The Lincoln Highway and Rules of Civility, a beautifully transporting novel about a man who is ordered to spend the rest of his life inside a
luxury hotel In 1922, Count Alexander Rostov is deemed an unrepentant aristocrat by a Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house arrest
in the Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from the Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of erudition and wit, has never worked a day in
his life, and must now live in an attic room while some of the most tumultuous decades in Russian history are unfolding outside the hotel’s
doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced circumstances provide him entry into a much larger world of emotional discovery. Brimming with humor, a
glittering cast of characters, and one beautifully rendered scene after another, this singular novel casts a spell as it relates the count’s
endeavor to gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be a man of purpose.
Following his acclaimed New York Times bestseller Did You Ever Have a Family, Bill Clegg returns with a “delicate, deeply observed, and
deftly crafted” (Nickolas Butler, author of Shotgun Lovesongs) second novel about the complicated bonds and breaking points of friendship,
the corrosive forces of secrets, the heartbeat of longing, and the redemption found in forgiveness. A retired widow in rural Connecticut wakes
to an unexpected visit from her childhood best friend whom she hasn’t seen in forty-nine years. A man arrives at a Pennsylvania hotel to
introduce his estranged father to his newborn daughter and finds him collapsed on the floor of the lobby. A sixty-seven-year-old taxi driver in
Kauai receives a phone call from the mainland that jars her back to a traumatic past. These seemingly disconnected lives come together as
half-century-old secrets begin to surface. It is in this moment that Bill Clegg reminds us how choices—to connect, to betray, to protect—become
our legacy. “Written in lyrical, beautiful prose that makes even waking up seem like a poetic event” (Good Morning America), this novel is a
feat of storytelling, capturing sixty years within the framework of one fateful day.
This "soul stirring" novel by the New York Times bestselling author of Room (O Magazine) is one of the New York Post's best books of the
year. Noah Selvaggio is a retired chemistry professor and widower living on the Upper West Side, but born in the South of France. He is days
away from his first visit back to Nice since he was a child, bringing with him a handful of puzzling photos he's discovered from his mother's
wartime years. But he receives a call from social services: Noah is the closest available relative of an eleven-year-old great-nephew he's
never met, who urgently needs someone to look after him. Out of a feeling of obligation, Noah agrees to take Michael along on his trip. Much
has changed in this famously charming seaside mecca, still haunted by memories of the Nazi occupation. The unlikely duo, suffering from jet
lag and culture shock, bicker about everything from steak frites to screen time. But Noah gradually comes to appreciate the boy's truculent
wit, and Michael's ease with tech and sharp eye help Noah unearth troubling details about their family's past. Both come to grasp the risks
people in all eras have run for their loved ones, and find they are more akin than they knew. Written with all the tenderness and psychological
intensity that made Room an international bestseller, Akin is a funny, heart-wrenching tale of an old man and a boy, born two generations
apart, who unpick their painful story and start to write a new one together. "What begins as a larky story of unlikely male bonding turns into an
off-center but far richer novel about the unheralded, imperfect heroism of two women." -- New York Times

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Read with Jenna Book Club Pick as Featured on Today • A “dazzling” novel that
“will break your heart and put it back together again” (J. Courtney Sullivan, bestselling author of Saints for All Occasions)
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about a young boy who must learn to go on after surviving tragedy NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY The Washington Post • Parade • LibraryReads • “A reading experience that leaves you profoundly altered for the
better . . . Don’t miss this one.”—Jodi Picoult, bestselling author of Small Great Things and A Spark of Light What does it
mean not just to survive, but to truly live? One summer morning, twelve-year-old Edward Adler, his beloved older brother,
his parents, and 183 other passengers board a flight in Newark headed for Los Angeles. Among them are a Wall Street
wunderkind, a young woman coming to terms with an unexpected pregnancy, an injured veteran returning from
Afghanistan, a business tycoon, and a free-spirited woman running away from her controlling husband. Halfway across
the country, the plane crashes. Edward is the sole survivor. Edward’s story captures the attention of the nation, but he
struggles to find a place in a world without his family. He continues to feel that a part of himself has been left in the sky,
forever tied to the plane and all of his fellow passengers. But then he makes an unexpected discovery—one that will lead
him to the answers of some of life’s most profound questions: When you’ve lost everything, how do you find the strength
to put one foot in front of the other? How do you learn to feel safe again? How do you find meaning in your life? Dear
Edward is at once a transcendent coming-of-age story, a multidimensional portrait of an unforgettable cast of characters,
and a breathtaking illustration of all the ways a broken heart learns to love again. Praise for Dear Edward “Dear Edward
made me think, nod in recognition, care about its characters, and cry, and you can’t ask more of a novel than
that.”—Emma Donoghue, New York Times bestselling author of Room “Weaving past and present into a profoundly
beautiful, page-turning story of mystery, loss, and wonder, Dear Edward is a meditation on survival, but more important, it
is about carving a life worth living. It is about love and hope and caring for others, and all the transitory moments that bind
us together.”—Hannah Tinti, author of The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley and The Good Thief
Miss Emily "Fido" Faithfull is a "woman of business" and a spinster pioneer in the British women’s movement,
independent of mind but naively trusting of heart. Distracted from her cause by the sudden return of a once-dear friend,
the unhappily wed Helen Codrington, Fido is swept up in the intimate details of Helen’s failing marriage and obsessive
affair with a young army officer. What begins as a loyal effort to help a friend explodes into an intriguing courtroom drama
complete with accusations of adultery, counterclaims of rape, and a mysterious letter that could destroy more than one
life. Based on a scandalous divorce case that gripped England in 1864, The Sealed Letter is a riveting, provocative
drama of friends, lovers, and divorce, Victorian-style.
The New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! She possessed a stunning beauty. She also possessed a stunning
mind. Could the world handle both? Her beauty almost certainly saved her from the rising Nazi party and led to marriage
with an Austrian arms dealer. Underestimated in everything else, she overheard the Third Reich's plans while at her
husband's side, understanding more than anyone would guess. She devised a plan to flee in disguise from their castle,
and the whirlwind escape landed her in Hollywood. She became Hedy Lamarr, screen star. But she kept a secret more
shocking than her heritage or her marriage: she was a scientist. And she knew a few secrets about the enemy. She had
an idea that might help the country fight the Nazis...if anyone would listen to her. A powerful novel based on the
incredible true story of the glamour icon and scientist whose groundbreaking invention revolutionized modern
communication, The Only Woman in the Room is a masterpiece.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Flight Attendant comes the spellbinding tale of a party gone horribly
wrong: two men lie dead in a suburban living room, two women are on the run from police, and a marriage is ripping
apart at the seams. When Kristin Chapman agrees to let her husband, Richard, host his brother's bachelor party, she
expects a certain amount of debauchery. She takes their young daughter to Manhattan for the evening, leaving her
Westchester home to the men and their hired entertainment. What she does not expect is that the entertainment—two
scared young women brought there by force—will kill their captors and drive off into the night. With their house now a
crime scene, Kristin's and Richard’s life spirals into nightmare. Kristin is unable to forgive her husband for his lapses in
judgement, or for the moment he shared with a dark-haired girl in the guest room. But for the dark-haired girl, Alexandra,
the danger is just beginning.
From the bestselling author of Still Alicecomes a heartfelt novel about friendship and a mother coping with the loss of her
autistic son Olivia Donatelli's dream of a 'normal' life was shattered when her son, Anthony, was diagnosed with autism at
age three. He didn't speak. He hated to be touched. He almost never made eye contact. And just as Olivia was starting to
realise that happiness and autism could coexist, Anthony died. Now she's alone in a cottage on Nantucket, separated
from her husband, desperate to understand the meaning of her son's short life, when a chance encounter with another
woman facing her own loss brings Anthony alive again for Olivia in a most unexpected way. In a piercing story about
motherhood, love and female friendship, Lisa Genova offers us two unforgettable women on the verge of change who
discover the small but exuberant voice that helps them both find the answers they need. Fans of The Reason I Jumpand
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time will love Lisa Genova's story: always authentic and utterly moving.
*'Remember how you couldn't put down Still Alice? Well, clear your schedule-because you're going to feel the same way'
Jodi Picoult*
The New York Times bestseller and Read with Jenna TODAY SHOW Book Club pick telling the story of three
generations of Palestinian-American women struggling to express their individual desires within the confines of their Arab
culture in the wake of shocking intimate violence in their community. A GOODREADS CHOICE AWARDS FINALIST
FOR BEST FICTION AND BEST DEBUT • BOOKBROWE'S BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR • A MARIE CLAIRE BEST
WOMEN'S FICTION OF THE YEAR • A REAL SIMPLE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR • A POPSUGAR BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR ALL WRITTEN BY FEMALES A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice • A Washington Post 10
Books to Read in March • A Newsweek Best Book of the Summer • A USA Today Best Book of the Week • A
Washington Book Review Difficult-To-Put-Down Novel • A Refinery 29 Best Books of the Month • A Buzzfeed News 4
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Books We Couldn't Put Down Last Month • A New Arab Best Books by Arab Authors • An Electric Lit 20 Best Debuts of
the First Half of 2019 • A The Millions Most Anticipated Books of 2019 “Garnering justified comparisons to Khaled
Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns... Etaf Rum’s debut novel is a must-read about women mustering up the bravery
to follow their inner voice.” —Refinery 29 "Where I come from, we’ve learned to silence ourselves. We’ve been taught
that silence will save us. Where I come from, we keep these stories to ourselves. To tell them to the outside world is
unheard of—dangerous, the ultimate shame.” Palestine, 1990. Seventeen-year-old Isra prefers reading books to
entertaining the suitors her father has chosen for her. Over the course of a week, the naïve and dreamy girl finds herself
quickly betrothed and married, and is soon living in Brooklyn. There Isra struggles to adapt to the expectations of her
oppressive mother-in-law Fareeda and strange new husband Adam, a pressure that intensifies as she begins to have
children—four daughters instead of the sons Fareeda tells Isra she must bear. Brooklyn, 2008. Eighteen-year-old Deya,
Isra’s oldest daughter, must meet with potential husbands at her grandmother Fareeda’s insistence, though her only
desire is to go to college. Deya can’t help but wonder if her options would have been different had her parents survived
the car crash that killed them when Deya was only eight. But her grandmother is firm on the matter: the only way to
secure a worthy future for Deya is through marriage to the right man. But fate has a will of its own, and soon Deya will
find herself on an unexpected path that leads her to shocking truths about her family—knowledge that will force her to
question everything she thought she knew about her parents, the past, and her own future.
When an elderly woman gives an antiques dealer a chair she claims was made by Jesus Christ, strange healings follow,
leading him on a spiritual journey full of unexpected twists.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • “Absolutely riveting historical fiction that reads like the most page-turning of
thrillers.” —Lisa Scottoline, bestselling author of Eternal A young Puritan woman—faithful, resourceful, but afraid of the
demons that dog her soul—plots her escape from a violent marriage in this riveting and propulsive novel of historical
suspense from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Flight Attendant. Boston, 1662. Mary Deerfield is twentyfour-years-old. Her skin is porcelain, her eyes delft blue, and in England she might have had many suitors. But here in
the New World, amid this community of saints, Mary is the second wife of Thomas Deerfield, a man as cruel as he is
powerful. When Thomas, prone to drunken rage, drives a three-tined fork into the back of Mary's hand, she resolves that
she must divorce him to save her life. But in a world where every neighbor is watching for signs of the devil, a woman like
Mary—a woman who harbors secret desires and finds it difficult to tolerate the brazen hypocrisy of so many men in the
colony—soon becomes herself the object of suspicion and rumor. When tainted objects are discovered buried in Mary's
garden, when a boy she has treated with herbs and simples dies, and when their servant girl runs screaming in fright
from her home, Mary must fight to not only escape her marriage, but also the gallows. A twisting, tightly plotted novel of
historical suspense from one of our greatest storytellers, Hour of the Witch is a timely and terrifying story of socially
sanctioned brutality and the original American witch hunt.
"From the author of The Light Over London and the "gripping, moving" (Kelly Rimmer) The Whispers of War comes a
poignant and heartwrenching tale of five women in three eras, whose lives are tied together by one very special garden"-The New York Times and USA Today Bestseller Hedy Lamarr possessed a stunning beauty. She also possessed a
stunning mind. Could the world handle both? Her beauty almost certainly saved her from the rising Nazi party and led to
marriage with an Austrian arms dealer. Underestimated in everything else, she overheard the Third Reich's plans while at
her husband's side, understanding more than anyone would guess. She devised a plan to flee in disguise from their
castle, and the whirlwind escape landed her in Hollywood. She became Hedy Lamarr, screen star. But she kept a secret
more shocking than her heritage or her marriage: she was a scientist. And she knew a few secrets about the enemy. She
had an idea that might help the country fight the Nazis...if anyone would listen to her. A powerful novel based on the
incredible true story of the glamour icon and scientist whose groundbreaking invention revolutionised modern
communication, The Only Woman in the Room is a masterpiece.
In Dublin, 1918, a maternity ward at the height of the Great Flu is a small world of work, risk, death, and unlooked-for
love, in "Donoghue's best novel since Room" (Kirkus Reviews). In an Ireland doubly ravaged by war and disease, Nurse
Julia Power works at an understaffed hospital in the city center, where expectant mothers who have come down with the
terrible new Flu are quarantined together. Into Julia's regimented world step two outsiders—Doctor Kathleen Lynn, a
rumoured Rebel on the run from the police, and a young volunteer helper, Bridie Sweeney. In the darkness and intensity
of this tiny ward, over three days, these women change each other's lives in unexpected ways. They lose patients to this
baffling pandemic, but they also shepherd new life into a fearful world. With tireless tenderness and humanity, carers and
mothers alike somehow do their impossible work. In The Pull of the Stars, Emma Donoghue once again finds the light in
the darkness in this new classic of hope and survival against all odds.
Parker Peevyhouse's The Echo Room is a smart, claustrophobic, speculative young adult thriller with an immersive
psychological mystery. The only thing worse than being locked in is facing what you locked out. Rett Ward knows how to
hide. He's had six years of practice at Walling Home, the state-run boarding school where he learned how to keep his
head down to survive. But when Rett wakes up locked in a small depot with no memory of how he got there, he can't
hide. Not from the stranger in the next room. Or from the fact that there's someone else’s blood on his jumpsuit. Worse,
every time he tries to escape, he wakes up right back where he started. Same day, same stranger, same bloodstained
jumpsuit. As memories start to surface, Rett realizes that the logo on the walls is familiar, the stranger isn't a stranger,
and the blood on his jumpsuit belongs to someone—or something—banging on the door to get in. “The Maze Runner
meets Memento in this clever, engrossing sci-fi mystery!” —New York Times bestselling author Jeanne Ryan “The Echo
Room is just brilliant.... Full of twists and blinding turns. Peevyhouse is a master storyteller.” —New York Times
bestselling author Brittany Cavallaro At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
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Software (DRM) applied.
HOW DO YOU SOLVE A MYSTERY WHEN YOU CAN'T REMEMBER THE CLUES? In this darkly riveting debut
novel—a sophisticated psychological mystery that is also an heartbreakingly honest meditation on memory, identity, and
aging—an elderly woman descending into dementia embarks on a desperate quest to find the best friend she believes has
disappeared, and her search for the truth will go back decades and have shattering consequences. Maud, an aging
grandmother, is slowly losing her memory—and her grip on everyday life. Yet she refuses to forget her best friend
Elizabeth, whom she is convinced is missing and in terrible danger. But no one will listen to Maud—not her frustrated
daughter, Helen, not her caretakers, not the police, and especially not Elizabeth’s mercurial son, Peter. Armed with
handwritten notes she leaves for herself and an overwhelming feeling that Elizabeth needs her help, Maud resolves to
discover the truth and save her beloved friend. This singular obsession forms a cornerstone of Maud’s rapidly dissolving
present. But the clues she discovers seem only to lead her deeper into her past, to another unsolved disappearance: her
sister, Sukey, who vanished shortly after World War II. As vivid memories of a tragedy that occurred more fifty years ago
come flooding back, Maud discovers new momentum in her search for her friend. Could the mystery of Sukey’s
disappearance hold the key to finding Elizabeth?
National Bestseller • A Finalist for the Scotiabank Giller Prize • A Finalist for the Goldsmiths Prize • Longlisted for the
International DUBLIN Literary Award • One of Time Magazine's Top 10 Fiction Books of the Year A New York Times
Book Review Notable Book • Named a Best Book of the Year by Time, The Guardian, BOMB Magazine, San Francisco
Chronicle, Commonweal, Southern Living, NOW Magazine, The Washington Independent Review of Books, Book
Depository, The Globe and Mail, and The National Post (Canada) The stunning second novel of a trilogy that began with
Outline, one of The New York Times Book Review’s ten best books of 2015 In the wake of her family’s collapse, a writer
and her two young sons move to London. The process of this upheaval is the catalyst for a number of
transitions—personal, moral, artistic, and practical—as she endeavors to construct a new reality for herself and her
children. In the city, she is made to confront aspects of living that she has, until now, avoided, and to consider questions
of vulnerability and power, death and renewal, in what becomes her struggle to reattach herself to, and believe in, life.
Filtered through the impersonal gaze of its keenly intelligent protagonist, Transit sees Rachel Cusk delve deeper into the
themes first raised in her critically acclaimed novel Outline and offers up a penetrating and moving reflection on childhood
and fate, the value of suffering, the moral problems of personal responsibility, and the mystery of change. In this second
book of a precise, short, yet epic cycle, Cusk describes the most elemental experiences, the liminal qualities of life. She
captures with unsettling restraint and honesty the longing to both inhabit and flee one’s life, and the wrenching
ambivalence animating our desire to feel real.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Widow comes a twisting novel of psychological suspense—as seen in
People, Entertainment Weekly, Time, USA Today, Bustle, Good Housekeeping.com, HelloGiggles, The Boston Globe,
PureWow, The Dallas Morning News, and more! “The Child is a perfect blend of beach read and book club
selection....[A] page-turning whodunit….A novel that is both fast-paced and thought-provoking.”—USA Today As an old
house is demolished in a gentrifying section of London, a workman discovers human remains, buried for years. For
journalist Kate Waters, it’s a story that deserves attention. She cobbles together a piece for her newspaper, but at a loss
for answers, she can only pose a question: Who has been found at the building site? As Kate investigates, she unearths
connections to a crime that rocked the city decades earlier: A child was stolen from the maternity ward in a local hospital
and was never found. Her heartbroken parents were left devastated by the loss. But there is more to the story, and Kate
is drawn—house by house—into the pasts of the people who once lived in this neighborhood that has given up its greatest
mystery. And she soon finds herself the keeper of unexpected secrets that erupt in the lives of three women—and torn
between what she can and cannot tell... An NPR Best Book of the Year A Bustle Best Thriller Novel of the Year
Eliza Naumann, a seemingly unremarkable nine-year-old, expects never to fit into her gifted family: her autodidact father,
Saul, absorbed in his study of Jewish mysticism; her brother, Aaron, the vessel of his father's spiritual ambitions; and her
brilliant but distant lawyer-mom, Miriam. But when Eliza sweeps her school and district spelling bees in quick succession,
Saul takes it as a sign that she is destined for greatness. In this altered reality, Saul inducts her into his hallowed study
and lavishes upon her the attention previously reserved for Aaron, who in his displacement embarks upon a lone quest
for spiritual fulfillment. When Miriam's secret life triggers a familial explosion, it is Eliza who must order the chaos. Myla
Goldberg's keen eye for detail brings Eliza's journey to three-dimensional life. As she rises from classroom obscurity to
the blinding lights and outsized expectations of the National Bee, Eliza's small pains and large joys are finely wrought
and deeply felt. Not merely a coming-of-age story, Goldberg's first novel delicately examines the unraveling fabric of one
family. The outcome of this tale is as startling and unconventional as her prose, which wields its metaphors sharply and
rings with maturity. The work of a lyrical and gifted storyteller, Bee Season marks the arrival of an extraordinarily talented
new writer.
Set to inherit half of Bella Vista apple orchard along with a half-sister she's never met, Tess Delaney discovers a world
filled with the simple pleasures of food and family.
"One of my favorite books of the year." —Lee Child “Cancel all your plans and call in sick; once you start reading, you'll be
caught in your own escape room—the only key to freedom is turning the last page!” —Kirkus Reviews (starred) "A sleek,
well-crafted ride." —The New York Times In Megan Goldin's unforgettable debut, The Escape Room, four young Wall
Street rising stars discover the price of ambition when an escape room challenge turns into a lethal game of revenge.
Welcome to the escape room. Your goal is simple. Get out alive. In the lucrative world of finance, Vincent, Jules, Sylvie,
and Sam are at the top of their game. They’ve mastered the art of the deal and celebrate their success in style—but a life
of extreme luxury always comes at a cost. Invited to participate in an escape room challenge as a team-building exercise,
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the ferociously competitive co-workers crowd into the elevator of a high-rise building, eager to prove themselves. But
when the lights go off and the doors stay shut, it quickly becomes clear that this is no ordinary competition: they’re
caught in a dangerous game of survival. Trapped in the dark, the colleagues must put aside their bitter rivalries and work
together to solve cryptic clues to break free. But as the game begins to reveal the team’s darkest secrets, they realize
there’s a price to be paid for the terrible deeds they committed in their ruthless climb up the corporate ladder. As tempers
fray, and the clues turn deadly, they must solve one final chilling puzzle: which one of them will kill in order to survive?
"A bold and subversive retelling of the goddess's story," this #1 New York Times bestseller is "both epic and intimate in
its scope, recasting the most infamous female figure from the Odyssey as a hero in her own right" (Alexandra Alter, The
New York Times). In the house of Helios, god of the sun and mightiest of the Titans, a daughter is born. But Circe is a
strange child -- not powerful, like her father, nor viciously alluring like her mother. Turning to the world of mortals for
companionship, she discovers that she does possess power -- the power of witchcraft, which can transform rivals into
monsters and menace the gods themselves. Threatened, Zeus banishes her to a deserted island, where she hones her
occult craft, tames wild beasts and crosses paths with many of the most famous figures in all of mythology, including the
Minotaur, Daedalus and his doomed son Icarus, the murderous Medea, and, of course, wily Odysseus. But there is
danger, too, for a woman who stands alone, and Circe unwittingly draws the wrath of both men and gods, ultimately
finding herself pitted against one of the most terrifying and vengeful of the Olympians. To protect what she loves most,
Circe must summon all her strength and choose, once and for all, whether she belongs with the gods she is born from, or
the mortals she has come to love. With unforgettably vivid characters, mesmerizing language, and page-turning
suspense, Circe is a triumph of storytelling, an intoxicating epic of family rivalry, palace intrigue, love and loss, as well as
a celebration of indomitable female strength in a man's world. #1 New York Times Bestseller -- named one of the Best
Books of the Year by NPR, the Washington Post, People, Time, Amazon, Entertainment Weekly, Bustle, Newsweek, the
A.V. Club, Christian Science Monitor, Refinery 29, Buzzfeed, Paste, Audible, Kirkus, Publishers Weekly, Thrillist, NYPL,
Self, Real Simple, Goodreads, Boston Globe, Electric Literature, BookPage, the Guardian, Book Riot, Seattle Times, and
Business Insider.
When BJ, a newcomer to Mill Valley, enters their close-knit circle and opens up about her dark past, Gerri, Andy and
Sonja come together to help her get back on track and, in the process, make strides in their own lives, becoming stronger
as individuals and unfaltering as friends. Original.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! “If you liked Where the Crawdads Sing, you’ll love This Tender
Land...This story is as big-hearted as they come.” —Parade The unforgettable story of four orphans who travel the
Mississippi River on a life-changing odyssey during the Great Depression. In the summer of 1932, on the banks of
Minnesota’s Gilead River, Odie O’Banion is an orphan confined to the Lincoln Indian Training School, a pitiless place
where his lively nature earns him the superintendent’s wrath. Forced to flee after committing a terrible crime, he and his
brother, Albert, their best friend, Mose, and a brokenhearted little girl named Emmy steal away in a canoe, heading for
the mighty Mississippi and a place to call their own. Over the course of one summer, these four orphans journey into the
unknown and cross paths with others who are adrift, from struggling farmers and traveling faith healers to displaced
families and lost souls of all kinds. With the feel of a modern classic, This Tender Land is an enthralling, big-hearted epic
that shows how the magnificent American landscape connects us all, haunts our dreams, and makes us whole.
Radical Candor is the sweet spot between managers who are obnoxiously aggressive on the one side and ruinously
empathetic on the other. It is about providing guidance, which involves a mix of praise as well as criticism, delivered to
produce better results and help employees develop their skills and boundaries of success. Great bosses have a strong
relationship with their employees, and Kim Scott Malone has identified three simple principles for building better
relationships with your employees: make it personal, get stuff done, and understand why it matters. Radical Candor
offers a guide to those bewildered or exhausted by management, written for bosses and those who manage bosses.
Drawing on years of first-hand experience, and distilled clearly to give actionable lessons to the reader, Radical Candor
shows how to be successful while retaining your integrity and humanity. Radical Candor is the perfect handbook for those
who are looking to find meaning in their job and create an environment where people both love their work, their
colleagues and are motivated to strive to ever greater success.
When their picture-perfect Cotswold village family life with a perpetually young father and hippy mother is shattered by a
tragic Easter weekend, four siblings pursue separate adult lives before a reunion reveals astonishing truths. By the
author of Before I Met You.
Micah Taylor, a young software tycoon inherits a coastal Oregon home that is really a physical manifestation of his soul
being used by God to heal the man's greatest wounds. Original.
The Only Woman in the RoomA NovelSourcebooks, Inc.
Longlisted for the 2020 Miles Franklin Literary Award. From the winner of the 2018 Victorian Premier’s Literary Award for
Fiction, this tender, moving portrait of an improbable friendship and multicultural Australia more broadly, is now available
in a new compact paperback edition.
WINNER OF A NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD A USA TODAY BESTSELLER "A gifted writer, astonishingly adept
at nuance, narration, and the politics of passion."—Toni Morrison Set in London of the 1660s and of the early twenty-first
century, The Weight of Ink is the interwoven tale of two women of remarkable intellect: Ester Velasquez, an emigrant
from Amsterdam who is permitted to scribe for a blind rabbi, just before the plague hits the city; and Helen Watt, an ailing
historian with a love of Jewish history. When Helen is summoned by a former student to view a cache of newly
discovered seventeenth-century Jewish documents, she enlists the help of Aaron Levy, an American graduate student as
impatient as he is charming, and embarks on one last project: to determine the identity of the documents' scribe, the
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elusive "Aleph." Electrifying and ambitious, The Weight of Ink is about women separated by centuries—and the choices
and sacrifices they must make in order to reconcile the life of the heart and mind.
In the tradition of Zadie Smith and Marlon James, a brilliant Caribbean writer delivers a powerful story about four people each
desperate to escape their legacy of violence in a so-called "paradise." In Baxter’s Beach, Barbados, Lala’s grandmother Wilma
tells the story of the one-armed sister. It’s a cautionary tale, about what happens to girls who disobey their mothers and go into
the Baxter’s Tunnels. When she’s grown, Lala lives on the beach with her husband, Adan, a petty criminal with endless charisma
whose thwarted burglary of one of the beach mansions sets off a chain of events with terrible consequences. A gunshot no one
was meant to witness. A new mother whose baby is found lifeless on the beach. A woman torn between two worlds and
incapacitated by grief. And two men driven into the Tunnels by desperation and greed who attempt a crime that will risk their
freedom – and their lives. How the One-Armed Sister Sweeps Her House is an intimate and visceral portrayal of interconnected
lives, across race and class, in a rapidly changing resort town, told by an astonishing new author of literary fiction. One of 2021's
Most Anticipated New Fiction The Millions * Lit Hub * O Magazine * Elle.com * Entertainment Weekly * Minneapolis Star-Tribune *
Bustle
** Winner of the 2020 Jewish Fiction Award ** “A novel of wisdom and uncertainty, of love in its greater and lesser forms, and of
the struggle between how it should be and how it is. It is impossible not to be moved.” —Amy Bloom, author of White Houses "This
book brings the reader into the heart of a close-knit Jewish family and their joys, loves, and sorrows . . . A marvelous book by a
masterful writer.” —Audrey Niffenegger, author of Her Fearful Symmetry and The Time Traveler’s Wife "As beautiful as it is
unexpected.” —Claire Messud, author of The Burning Girl Through one woman's life at a moment of surprising change, the awardwinning author Goldie Goldbloom tells a deeply affecting, morally insightful story and offers a rare look inside Brooklyn's Chasidic
community On Division Avenue, just a block or two up from the East River in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, Surie Eckstein is soon to be
a great-grandmother. Her ten children range in age from thirteen to thirty-nine. Her in-laws, postwar immigrants from Romania, live
on the first floor of their house. Her daughter Tzila Ruchel lives on the second. She and Yidel, a scribe in such demand that he
makes only a few Torah scrolls a year, live on the third. Wed when Surie was sixteen, they have a happy marriage and a full life,
and, at the ages of fifty-seven and sixty-two, they are looking forward to some quiet time together. Into this life of counted
blessings comes a surprise. Surie is pregnant. Pregnant at fifty-seven. It is a shock. And at her age, at this stage, it is an
aberration, a shift in the proper order of things, and a public display of private life. She feels exposed, ashamed. She is unable to
share the news, even with her husband. And so for the first time in her life, she has a secret—a secret that slowly separates her
from the community. Into this life of counted blessings comes a surprise. Surie is pregnant. Pregnant at fifty-seven. It is a shock.
And at her age, at this stage, it is an aberration, a shift in the proper order of things, and a public display of private life. She feels
exposed, ashamed. She is unable to share the news, even with her husband. And so for the first time in her life, she has a
secret—a secret that slowly separates her from the community.
Kidnapped as a teenage girl, Ma has been locked inside a purpose built room in her captor's garden for seven years. Her five year
old son, Jack, has no concept of the world outside and happily exists inside Room with the help of Ma's games and his vivid
imagination where objects like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only friends. But for Ma the time has come to escape and face their
biggest challenge to date: the world outside Room.
• "Deliciously entertaining!" —People Magazine's "People Pick" • Entertainment Weekly's "MUST List" • O Magazine’s "15 Best
Beach Books of the Year So Far" • Bustle "Best Book of April" • Refinery29 "Best Book of April" • Cosmopolitan "Best Book of
April" • Woman's Day's "27 Fiction Books of 2019 to Add to Your Reading List ASAP" • BookBub's "Biggest Books of April" •
PopSugar's "30 Must-Read Books of 2019" A twisty, compelling new novel about one woman's complicated relationship with her
mother-in-law that ends in death... From the moment Lucy met her husband’s mother, she knew she wasn’t the wife Diana had
envisioned for her perfect son. Exquisitely polite, friendly, and always generous, Diana nonetheless kept Lucy at arm’s length
despite her desperate attempts to win her over. And as a pillar in the community, an advocate for female refugees, and a woman
happily married for decades, no one had a bad word to say about Diana...except Lucy. That was five years ago. Now, Diana is
dead, a suicide note found near her body claiming that she longer wanted to live because of the cancer wreaking havoc inside her
body. But the autopsy finds no cancer. It does find traces of poison, and evidence of suffocation. Who could possibly want Diana
dead? Why was her will changed at the eleventh hour to disinherit both of her children, and their spouses? And what does it mean
that Lucy isn’t exactly sad she’s gone? Fractured relationships and deep family secrets grow more compelling with every page in
this twisty, captivating new novel from Sally Hepworth. Praise for Sally Hepworth: “With jaw-dropping discoveries, and realistic
consequences, this novel is not to be missed. Perfect for lovers of Big Little Lies.” —Library Journal, starred review "Hepworth
deftly keeps the reader turning pages and looking for clues, all the while building multilayered characters and carefully doling out
bits of their motivations." —Booklist
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Our earliest experiences shape our lives far down the road, and What Happened to You?
provides powerful scientific and emotional insights into the behavioral patterns so many of us struggle to understand. “Through
this lens we can build a renewed sense of personal self-worth and ultimately recalibrate our responses to circumstances,
situations, and relationships. It is, in other words, the key to reshaping our very lives.”—Oprah Winfrey This book is going to change
the way you see your life. Have you ever wondered "Why did I do that?" or "Why can't I just control my behavior?" Others may
judge our reactions and think, "What's wrong with that person?" When questioning our emotions, it's easy to place the blame on
ourselves; holding ourselves and those around us to an impossible standard. It's time we started asking a different question.
Through deeply personal conversations, Oprah Winfrey and renowned brain and trauma expert Dr. Bruce Perry offer a
groundbreaking and profound shift from asking “What’s wrong with you?” to “What happened to you?” Here, Winfrey shares
stories from her own past, understanding through experience the vulnerability that comes from facing trauma and adversity at a
young age. In conversation throughout the book, she and Dr. Perry focus on understanding people, behavior, and ourselves. It’s a
subtle but profound shift in our approach to trauma, and it’s one that allows us to understand our pasts in order to clear a path to
our future—opening the door to resilience and healing in a proven, powerful way.
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